Small size

Epic performance

Engineering the world’s best visual solutions

The discreet
Video Wall
Solution
The iolite is a discreet
solution for small to
medium-scale video walls.
The self-contained iolite
systems fit perfectly into
retail, public and corporate
environments and offer
incredible flexibility.

hi-tech
Boardrooms
Video walls with presentation displays
from multiple locations and access to
conferencing facilities
	Small and quiet for when space is limited
	Multiple capture cards can be used to address
collaboration requirements
	Use SQX technology to aid full-scale video
conferences with collaborative interaction

professional
Reception
Areas
Reception areas, information
screens, corporate advertising
and welcome messaging
	Small enough to store within or under a
reception desk
	Captured or local video playback
	Combine with SQX technology to deliver
remote control

perfect Retail
Display systems
In-store digital advertising & remote
catalogs for fashion, technology or
fast-food outlets
	Easily fits under a counter or behind a display space
	Can be used for capture or local video playback
	Decode and share content to multiple locations
simultaneously with SQX technology

Datapath, engineering
the world’s best
visual solutions
At Datapath, we design and
produce high-quality wall
controllers that allow for quick
and easy display wall setup.
Our iolite controllers are sold
around the world through our
global distribution network.
Display high-quality content from
almost any source in multiple
locations, collaboratively.

iolite 600 - High quality
video wall controller
The iolite 600 offers the chance to combine up to six capture or graphic
cards in a quiet, small form - perfect for use in corporate and retail
environments.

iolite 12i - Compact wall
controller with 12 integrated outputs
Offering our smallest form factor, users have either three 4K or 12 HD
outputs to create highly visual video wall displays.

To discover more about the benefits of the Datapath iolite range please call
+1 484 679 1553 email sales-us@datapath.co.uk or visit www.datapath.co.uk.
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